§ 644.553 Preparation and distribution of sales documents and reports of sales.

(a) Report of funds received. As funds are collected from sales, reports will be prepared promptly. Sales may be allowed to accumulate to permit the making of fewer reports, but in no case will they go unreported longer than 48 hours. DD Form 1131 and supporting papers will be signed by the DE conducting the sale.

(b) Numbering of contracts. The numbering of contracts involving the receipt or expenditure of funds will be in accordance with ER 1180–1–1 (ECI 30–203).

(c) Documentation and reports of sale. The DE responsible for the sale will prepare and retain copies of documents pertaining to the sale, and will make required distribution of the following (see paragraph (d) of this section).
   (1) Contract—one signed and two authenticated copies.
   (2) DD Form 1501 or 1501C (Abstract of Bids)—one copy (not required for negotiated sales).
   (3) DD Form 1131—four copies. All sales will be listed on DD Form 1131, extended if necessary. Separate forms are not required for each contract. When receipts from more than one contract are reported on one DD Form 1131, all related contracts will be attached to and transmitted with the form.
   (4) Standard Form 1036, Statement and Certificate of Award, attached to the original signed contract and the DE’s copy of each contract, or separate statement justifying negotiation (paragraph (e) of §644.544).
   (5) Advertisement, if any—two copies.
   (6) Bond, if any—two signed copies.

(d) Distribution of reports of sale—(1) Military property. The finance officer will furnish one authenticated copy of the contract and four executed copies of DD Form 1131, together with funds collected, an authenticated copy of each contract, Standard Form 1036 or a statement justifying negotiation, copy of advertisement, if any, and original signed bond, if any. Three copies of DD Form 1131 (Cash Collection Voucher) will be receipted and returned to the DE.

§ 644.554 Insurance against loss or damages to buildings and improvements by fire or acts of God.

The Department does not carry property insurance of any nature. Vendees, however, may be advised as to their liability for certain losses and that insurance protection against such risks is optional. Under the FPMR, the vendee must provide insurance to protect the United States when credit is extended (§101–47.304–4(f)).

§§ 644.555–644.557 [Reserved]

INSPECTIONS TO INSURE COMPLIANCE WITH DISPOSAL CONDITIONS

§ 644.558 Properties requiring compliance inspections.

The principal properties conveyed which require inspections are for the training of civilian components of the Armed Forces. However, other properties are sometimes conveyed under special acts of Congress subject to conditions required by the authorizing act. These properties will also be inspected for compliance with such conditions.

§ 644.559 Civilian component training facilities.

(a) Authority. Under the provisions of the Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended, a number of surplus real properties of the United States certified by the Governor of the state in which located and by the Secretary of the Army, Navy or Air Force as the case was, as being suitable and needed for use in training and maintaining civilian components of the Armed Forces under their respective jurisdictions, were conveyed by the Administrator of the War Assets Administration or by the General Services Administration to states, their political subdivisions or tax-supported instrumentalities for